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Junior chooses his Bio lab partner based on
hookup potential

In a shocking turn of events, sophomore Mack Harrington chose his Biology
lab partner based on the likelihood that she
would go down on him. While most people
in the class tried to win over Tiffany Wen
for the number one pick, Harrington does
not care if his partner has any knowledge of
the subject, other than anatomy.
Harrington spent drop/add period weighing the pros and cons of each girl.

SCORE. HE MADE A GOOD CHOICE.

she just broke up with her boyfriend, but
I don’t want to deal with all that crazy. I
could have chosen Stacy. She’s really hot.
But she’s also bangin’ a football player.
How can I compete with that?”
After a long internal debate, Harrington

approached Kelly Gorin and asked her to be
his lab partner. He said she was the best
option because not only is she like an 8, but
he also heard from Sean Trenton’s roommate that Gorin was “Eiffel Towered” in
the kitchen of Mod 2A last week. Six hands
were seen through the window.
Harrington’s friends warned him of the
potential downfalls of his decision. A rejection of his advances may lead to very awkward future classes, especially if he misinterprets her asking him to inspect the slide
of cellular cleavage. Harrington should
have learned his lesson last year when he
picked the girls for his intramural team

Species Profile: Migratory patterns of the BC freshman Male
For anyone with an interest in animal be- likely due to their new instincts for alcoholism and hooking up which they are to hone
England is one of great value, for it is a in the coming years.
very important migratory period in the life
As if guided by a sixth sense, many of
of an incredible creature: the BC Freshman these BC Freshman Males choose to settle
Male. This time of year marks the arrival of in a nesting ground referred to as “Upper
the BC Freshman (Homo Noobius Notwel- Campus” by native students. Their parent
comeinmymodius) on the Boston College
campus, where they embark on a long and period, carrying bags and materials for the
hard journey towards maturation. To the Freshman Male for their nesting purposes.
delight of people-spotters everywhere, the Recent research has revealed that many BC
breed is easy to identify, and their behavior Freshman Males have an innate drive to put
is fascinating.
a water bottle of Vodka in their suitcases
This wondrous creature journeys to before making their trip. Science has yet
Boston College at the end of August, typi- to reveal the explanation behind this behind
cally guided by their ancestors during the this phenomenom, but several researchers
arduous trip. Animal enthusiasts frequently have noted greater social success in males
spot them in the late morning on the east- who have the gene for this strange instinct.
bound Mass Pike in a station wagon with
Soon after settling in the new nesting grounds, the BC Freshman Male forms
the brim. Many Freshmanologists, ama- clans and alliances with the peers who have
teur and professional alike, have observed settled with him. These clans are known
that during this stage the freshman facial to roam aimlessly around Chestnut Hill for
expression reveals a sense of anticipation, months at a time in a brutal survival game,

as they hunt for food, females and intoxicatfor until asked to leave whatever dorm they
managed to get into. Status is important
amongst the Freshman Males, as it can bring
advantages in future years when they have
settled far from their original grounds. During this roaming period the Freshmen Male
girls, where you going!?” or, “I can’t believe
I’m sober right now!”
Science has only just begun to reveal
the mysterious secrets of the BC Freshman
Male, an animal which formerly was only
studied in the most arcane fringes of zoolby the day, many of whom indeed travel to
Chestnut Hill to observe the annual migratory movements of the beautiful and misunderstood beast. Those who are unfortunate
enough to have missed the period this year
can take comfort knowing next year will
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Baldwinextensively
airliftsto handle
drunk
skank to safety
Sloppy Skanks and in a box on top of Gasson Hall after a local

Fitzshawga residents were stunned last
Thursday night after receiving an unexpected visit from their very own Eagles mascot,
who is being widely lauded for saving the
day. According to an anonymous eyewitness, freshman Jillian McChillian was
tossing a stomach full of McElroy chicken
tenders and Raspberry Rubinoff all over the
O’Connell House wheelchair ramp at approximately 11:45 PM. Prior to this, several students reported that she had made out
rick Hall, took 15 shots and chugged a halfgallon of table wine.
Sergeant Terry O’Reilly of the Boston
College Police Department arrived on the
scene at approximately 11:52 PM on a routine patrol of Upper Campus.
“This broad was so drunk,” Sergeant

the occasional Blackout Bitch, but this girl
was bordering on being a Passed-Out Slut.
We are obligated to call Baldwin when students enter this stage of intoxication.”
Upon arriving at the scene, Baldwin
checked the girl for signs of alcohol poisoning, determining that she was no longer in
the Tipsy Harlot stage of poisoning and had
entered the Passed-Out Slut stage, requiring
emergency treatment. He immediately airlifted her to St. Elizabeth’s hospital, holding
ons. She was treated for McElroy ingestion
and was offered a pair of pants.
A well-kept secret in the Eagle Transport system, Baldwin has a specialized ER

in a sick experiment by members of the Sociology department. He is often seen at BC
sporting events and offers his emergency
services on weekend nights.
Baldwin was reached for comment, stating, “Hey fellow Eagle students! What happened last night was fucking crazy! That
girl was dangerously drunk! She’s going to
need to do thirty Hail Mary’s when she gets
out of a coma to ever be welcome on my
campus again!”
son of the Boston College administration.
In the meantime, students all over campus
can rest easy knowing that an anthropomor-

founding. Baldwin the Eagle, S.J., was born munity.

Plans for freshman dorm renovation fall through
Jesuit institution to choose the four-bed setstudy on freshman accommodations were published suggesting that the forced triple be expanded to a forced quattuorvigenuple as a solution for the over-sized Class of 2013. Structured
like the interior of a Russian nuclear sub, the
new room layout boasts a cozy twenty-four bed
space consisting of four bunks stacked against
each wall and eight hammocks suspended from
the ceiling, all situated in the traditional doublesized dorm. Asked why they didn’t utilize the

Fat Chicks’ policy, Dr. Schnekler conceded to
adding another bunk.
The administration is reportedly pleased at
that fail to make use of their full storage potential. With the current equipment, a double can only be stretched to hold three beds,
while the new layout will comfortably sleep
two dozen college students, plus that kid who

junior at BC High.
The designers of the room were purportAsked how he felt about not having a
edly torn between stacking three or four beds desk or closet, Kostka resident Jacob Myers
responded, “Man, I’ve got mixed feelings.
head of the team, determined that “the clearance
between beds could make recreational activity or the XBOX; but on the other hand, we’ve
between students impossible,” prompting the got space for another minifridge.”

Obituaries
Agora

Agora, the beloved BC dot edu website,
died at the age of 12. Agora truly followed
the Jesuit tradition of being one for others
and dedicated his life to providing people
with the services they need, from “My Bill”
to “Eagle One Card – Add Funds.” He was
predeceased by his husband, WebCT, in
2007. He is survived by his sister, Portal,
and their 9,000 undergraduate students.

The Magician’s Club

JUST LIKE IN SHAWSHANK
REDEMPTION

Samuel W. Francis

Born to two foreign exchange students Inventor of the spork, for which he was issued US Patent 147,119 in February 1874.
Club died last Friday afternoon when no He was wounded by a knife wielded by
one showed up to recruit new members on Frank Emmenegger, creator of US Patent
Student Activities Day. The club’s only 1,044,869, “spoon with a tined edge.” He
member throughout the 2008-2009 school died last Thursday from his wounds. He is
year, Patrick Bonseñore, graduated this survived by school cafeterias everywhere,
May leaving the club to die in the Dust- except those at BC, which have deemed the
spork blasphemous.
bowl cold, loveless and alone.

Features
Orientation Leader Application Form
Please return to First Year Experience

Circle the answer you feel applies most to you. Remember, there are no
wrong answers, only wrong religions.
1. Please describe your ethnicity:
A. White and neurotic
C. White with pizazz
**If none of these categories apply to you, please dispose of this application
immediately.
2. Would you call the club that you are president of:
A. UGBC
B. A very important club on campus
C. Campus clubs take time away from my Xbox
3. What is your excitement level?
A. Ellen DeGeneres on 50 mg of speed
C. Eeyore after 12 days in an opium den
4. Have you ever been intoxicated within 20 nautical miles of Boston College
campus (not including St. Mary’s Chapel or Keyes South)?
C. I’d circle this one if I hadn’t spilled Wild Turkey all over this application
5. Are you an unsightly person?
B. What matters is on the inside
C. I have the ideal face for radio
6. Where do you keep your updated résumé when you sleep?
A. Under my pillow
B. My undergarments
This question for male applicants only:
7a. Have you ever lusted after an 18 year-old blonde, fresh out of high school,
in the middle of the sweltering summer?
B. I’m a eunuch
C. Is a frog’s asshole watertight?
This question for female applicants only:
7b. Are you sexually promiscuous?
A. God told me that my body is a temple
B. Does anal count?
C. I’ve been too busy climbing poles to the top of UGBC
8. Boston College’s alcohol policy should be drier than:
A. Saudi Arabia
C. Queen Elizabeth’s snatch
9. Would you be willing to get paid by freshmen to annoy them for three
days?
A. WE ARE BC!!!
C. If the girls are hot, sure
10. Can you break more ice than an Arctic oil tanker?
B. Tell me two truths and a lie
C. Do you wipe your ass with folds or scrunchers?
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The last Kanye West/Taylor Swift article
you’ll ever need to read
If you haven’t heard of the “Kanye-West-Taylor-Swift-VMA-Confrontation then here’s my advice for you: pack up your yoga mat, get out of your
change your name to Henry David Thoreau. But for those of you who have,

an array of things that Kanye didn’t do, including “getting his tongue nearly
bitten off by a hooker when trying to French kiss her” (sorry ShamWow!
guy, low blow, but hey at least we know one thing a ShamWow! won’t
clean: a tarnished pride).
So then what did Kanye do? I’ll tell you. He simply pretended for a moment to be Sarah Palin during the VP debate of ’08 by giving a shout-out
to his kids’ school (or in his case, his best bud’s woman.) Just watch what
happens when we break the whole incident down line by line, shall we?:
“Yo Taylor, I’m really happy for you…”
How. Thoughtful. Is. He. How else is someone like Kanye West supposed
to congratulate a huge country star? Just call her and say “congratulations
on your win”? With an impersonal FB message? Ha, right.
Is it really stealing if he gives you give it back?
“…but Beyoncé had one of the best videos of all-time!”
This is where Kanye got moderately a little mixed up. He got has Beyonon eHarmony.com. I mean how else is he supposed to get rid of that trannygerbil of a girlfriend he has now if he doesn’t test the waters, right?
So if this doesn’t convince you that Kanye West is in fact as wonderful as
he says he is, let me send you off with this: what had a bigger cult-following among 13-year old, middle class white girls who watch MTV? Kanye
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Support for Tamarind still as fiery as curry chicken

The student run eco-friendly groups
on campus, as well as the BC administration, are rightfully ecstatic with the amazing turnout Addie’s Café has continued to
elicit from students. However, some were
startled to discover that not all students are
as pleased with Addie’s as dining services
would have us believe.

making signs supporting the reinstallation of
ing neighborhood meetings in support of the
“planet” Pluto, and twittering about the loss
of Circle Theater.
“I’m not doing this just for me and my love
of Green Curry Rice Bowls.” Calo zealously
explained. “This protest is in support of all
the small, local eateries with questionable
himself as the unyielding leader of the ingredients that are being run out of business by fresh vegetables and cheeses! What
the BC protest scene, Calo has been seen people don’t seem to understand is that the

J-Crew announces new line
of Superfan cardigans
To commemorate the off-the record bailout
dollars Boston College provided to the iconic
retail store during the 2008 economic tantrum,
J-Crew announces they will produce Superfan
cardigans in honor of the standard BC uniform
item.
To further demonstrate their gratitude for
BC’s extensive patronage, J-Crew will pro-

dining experience is more important than
fresh arugula served with a quaint personal
pizza.”
While Calo hopes to gain notoriety for
his cause, his supporters are gradually diminishing. His most recent set back came
Ridge was lured away with the promise of
nicely tossed salads and Italian soda.
Calo plans on meeting with members
of GJP later this month to discuss tactical
options.

Area man gets over twenty right in a row on Jeopardy
Wentworth returned to his dorm room to enjoy a late afternoon apple juice and
watch that day’s episode of Jeopardy. But this Wednesday was unlike any other in
Mr. Wentworth’s tenure as Jeopardy viewer and frequent shouter-out-of-answers.
Bird Sings? Suck that Trebek,” said Mr. Wentworth while recounting his story. According to James Wentworth, he answered a staggering 23 questions correctly.
Unfortunately, not a single person was around to witness Mr. Wentworth’s
greatest life achievement to date and so his claims are in refute. He has since setup
a webcam where any interested parties can log in and watch him watching Jeopardy each and every weekday afternoon.

yet playful with a lot of attitude.” Conceptual
sketches pivot around a more polished look
shorts, luxe thermal henleys for more nippy
conditions, critter wellies and a polo with “Go
Eagles!” displayed on the back of the collar
whence popped. Baldwin’s new accessories
will include a cup of choc/vanil fro-yo twist and
an iPhone.
Resident fashion experts rave that the women’s
cardigan and coordinated jersey scarf serves as
a staple combination of day-to-night wear and
the men’s cardigan lessens one’s appearance of
drunkenness and stands out as the most spirited
way to bundle up for that off-campus shindig.
J-Crew liaisons say their eagle-inspired accessories will make one appear all the more glamorous for that 20-foot cab ride to Foster.
paring to get in on the new marketing opportunities given the projected success of J-Crew’s
new collegiate sponsorship.

Peeping Tom creeps the off-campus scene

Brighton-Allston Police have issued a warning to the Brighton community after
receiving several reports of a potential “Peeping Tom” from residents in the area.
A portly Caucasian man of unknown origin allegedly named Jeeves Stopfunnery
has been reported to be driving around a large SUV on weekend nights and committing privacy crimes.
Resident complaints cite that he often parks in front of homes known to be occupied by young Men and Women for Others and stares into their windows. His
motivation is unknown, but some fear that it is of a sexual nature. Several neighborhood locals suspect it may be a Boston College employee who stalks around
in the red Ford Explorer invading people’s privacy. These suspicions have thus
far been unfounded. This man has been seen fraternizing with the likes of Raul
Kebator.
Many believe he makes his living breaking and entering while others assume
-

“O, the bane of my existence, you mean? Between you and me, I keyed his car
yesterday.”
Police encourage anyone who has noticed suspicious activity to immediately
call 911 and report the sighting, although they will only pretend to listen to it.
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